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Multi-Cam Viewing Experience

Overview
A trailblazer in live events and television, MultiView 
Media delivers an immersive Multicam experience 
accessible both at home and on the go. It provides an 
innovative and interactive sporting event and concert 
experience by empowering the audience to decide 
what they see. MultiView pushes streaming well past 
what traditional TV has to offer with a much more 
engaging production.

Challenge
Today’s viewers have a limited attention span, and are 
looking for a responsive, low-latency experience they 
can deeply interact with. The audience expects full 
control, and instant, on-demand access.

Building on this expectation, MultiView created a 
whole new type of streaming service fit for today’s 
viewers.  The innovative experience provides users 
with the opportunity to deepen their engagement 
with concerts, sports, and other live events through 
multi-angle interactivity. 

But building this kind of immersive experience isn’t 
easy. It requires delivering multiple high-resolution 
streams with perfect synchronization, to capture the 
high fidelity audio/video of live concerts, and the 
split-second actions of sporting events. Giving the 
viewer these high levels of usability, performance, and 
content delivery meant fully redesigning the 
streaming application, updating both the frontend and 
the backend. 

Case study

          Not only do we empower the fan to direct their 
own shoot and experience their favorite music and 
sports content, but content owners also wind up 
with an incremental revenue stream.”

Kelli Richards, VP of Strategic Partnerships, 
Multiview Media Limited

“

Contact your Verizon Media Platform 
representative to learn more and get started today. 
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 Solution
 

Together with the Verizon Media Platform, Multiview Media built a 
service that could deliver a responsive, scalable experience 
anywhere in the world. Leveraging Verizon’s pre-integrated 
features and partnerships, MultiView was able to create new 
features without extensive engineering and integration 
investments. They integrated Video-Streaming, CMS, Player, CDN, 
and custom development to deliver a seamless Multicam 
experience for their audiences.  

As a single provider with pre-integrated components, Verizon 
Media managed all the technical modifications required to optimize 
the delivery of four separate 4K streams into a single player. Where 
this kind of load could easily overwhelm many connections and 
mobile devices, MultiView and Verizon developed an 
auto-detection technology to predict when a customer was about 
to select a specific camera angle, at which time the stream 
upgraded to a higher bit rate. This on-demand change to video 
chunk size improved load times, enabling responsive engagement 
across both mobile and desktop viewing.

● Multicam live streams  delivered at  sub-0.5s latency
● Delivery of  of multiple 4K streams to a single player
● Rapid development and delivery of their Multiview platform

Case study

Results

           Verizon Media has provided 
everything we needed to make our 
multi-camera vision a reality, plus all the 
support to keep us focused on user 
engagement and experience.”

Ray Meadham, CEO, Multiview Media 
Limited

“
 Winner! Best of Verizon Media Platform
 Verizon Media’s 3rd Annual Brandblazers 
Competition

Contact your Verizon Media Platform 
representative to learn more and get started today. 

Designed for the superfan, MultiView 
Media takes the viewing experience to a 
whole new level. They not only improve 
upon the traditional broadcast, but offer 
the type of perspectives that even an 
in-person attendee wouldn’t be able to 
experience, such as being on stage with 
the band, and close-ups of the audience 
and artists., 

● First to market with multi-camera 
angle streaming service

● Monetization. Standard premium - 
Subscriptions, PPV, and 
advertising. 

● New advertising formats such as 
sponsored angles


